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Overview and outcome  

This is a three-week planning sequence using Send for a Superhero by Michael 
Rosen and Katharine McEwen in which children create their own superheroes 
and use them to defeat baddies set to destroy their school. During the 
sequence, they write letters and emails asking for help, create wanted posters, 
generate character descriptions for their invented superheroes and the create 
their own version of the Send for the Superhero story. This is week two.  

Learning objectives for this lesson  

To sequence sentences to form short narratives  

To use but to join sentences  

Success criteria  

I can write in sentences  

I can use a story plan  

How?  

Continue modelling using the story plan to create the ending of the story. 
Continue to draw on previous learning, e.g. using exclamation marks to call for 
help. Model using the conjunction but to extend sentences explaining why 
certain heroes could not help, e.g.:  

We sent for Super Fantastic-man, but he was too interested in looking in the 
mirror to help us.  

 

 

 

 



Independent work 

  

Complete the task below 

Children to write the ending of their stories where the superheroes come to 
help them. Try to use sentences joined by but as with those in last week’s 
session to create some contrasting sentences, before finding a superhero who 
can help them. Remember to use adjectives. 

 
        Complete the task below 

Children to write the ending of their stories where the superheroes come to 
help them, using sentences joined by but as with those in last week’s sessions to 
create some contrasting sentences, before finding a superhero who can help 
them. Ensure your child is using frequent adjectives and conjunctions (and, but, 
because and or) to extend their writing. Challenge them to use an exclamatory 
sentence.  

 
Plenary (at the end have a go at the following task) 

Children to read back their work to an adult. Correct any mistakes they have 
noticed.  

 


